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Abstract—In order to guarantee the service quality and reliability for mobile satellite communication systems, we have to take
into account outages due to obstruction of the line-of-sight path between a satellite and a mobile terminal as well as the signal fluctuation caused by interference from multipath radio waves. Thus, we
need a good characterization for the satellite propagation channel.
In this paper, we derive a general statistical model for mobile communication systems based on propagation scattering theory. Both
the probability density function (pdf) of the received signal envelope and that of received signal power are given. This model is
shown to be more general than previously known statistical models
and can provide a better fit to the experimental data. This new
model will play a significant role in the design of mobile satellite
communication systems.
Index Terms—Channel modeling, fading, mobile satellite communications, propagation, statistical models.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

T IS COMMONLY accepted that satellite communications
systems [in particular, the low earth orbit (LEO) systems]
are the de facto solution for providing the real personal communications services (PCS’s) to the users either stationary or
on the move anywhere, anytime and in any format (voice, data,
and multimedia) [1].
Satellite communication systems have provided international
telecommunications services since the 1960’s. These systems
were augmented in the 1970’s and 1980’s with regional
satellite systems, national systems, and private network-based
very small aperture terminals (VSAT’s). Throughout this
period, systems have been based exclusively on satellites in
geosynchronous orbit communicating with earth stations using
high gain fixed antennas. As the systems have evolved, the
original 30-m-diameter Intelsat earth stations have evolved
-band VSAT’s for business and home TV usage,
into 1.2-m
but the basic system architecture explaining a geosynchronous
spacecraft has not changed during this period.
With the launch of the first Iridium spacecraft in 1997 and
1998, a significant new architecture has been introduced into
the field of satellite communications. These systems are based
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upon the use of LEO and medium earth orbiting (MEO) systems. These LEO and MEO systems have several advantages
over geosynchronous systems. The most significant advantages
are: 1) the reduction in range provides a large decrease in path
loss resulting in much small receiving antennas and 2) the reduction in range provides a significant reduction in propagation
delay making voice conversation more pleasing to the user and
increasing the throughput of most data communication protocols. These systems can and will serve mobile and portable users
with small near omniantennas. However, the use of the small antennas as well as the motion of the transmitter and the receiver
introduces the possibility of multipath and path blockage into
the link budget of these satellite systems. Moreover, the propagation channel will be time varying due to different shadowing
and scattering phenomena, so traditional channel models may
not work well.
This paper is concerned with the statistical modeling of the
propagation characteristics of LEO and MEO systems. Since
in these systems, satellites and mobile users are all allowed to
move during communication sessions, the channel characteristics will be different from the geostationary systems (GEO’s).
Due to the movement of receivers or transmitters, the received
signals may fluctuate very rapidly from time to time. This fluctuation results from the combining effects of random multipath
signals and obstruction of the line-of-sight path, which induces
various fading phenomena. The communication quality of service (QoS) parameters such as the word-error rate will be affected in great deal in such communication environment. For
effective mobile satellite communications system design, we
must quantitatively know the propagation characteristics such
as signal fading due to reflection; shadowing from trees, buildings, utility poles, and terrain; Doppler effects due to movement
of mobile terminals, mobile satellites, or the communication effects; and other effects such as the rainfall. Such characteristics can be studied by the statistical distribution of the received
signal envelope or received power in mobile communication
systems. This paper is devoted to the statistical characterization
of such propagation channels.
Ossanna [2] was the first to attempt to give an reasonable
statistical characterization on the received mobile-radio signals
using a set of interfering waves for land mobile communication environment. Clarke [3] systematically studied the same
issue and derived the now famous Rayleigh distribution for the
received signal envelope in urban areas based on the assumption that the received signal phase is rectangularly distributed
and that the received multipath signal amplitudes
in
are equal. After introducing the concept of large-scale fading
and small-scale fading, Suzuki [4] gave the Rayleigh-lognormal
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model that was well tested in built-up areas and showed that this
model was more appropriate for fitting the experimental data.
As for the problem of modeling frequency-nonselective multipath fading and shadowing in the land-mobile satellite communication system, Loo [5] proposed a model suitable for rural
environments, in which it assumed that the received signal was
affected by frequency-nonselective Rice fading with lognormal
shadowing on the direct component, the resulting model gave
a generalization of the Suzuki’s model. Along a similar line,
Corazza and Vatalaro [6] presented another Rice-lognormal distribution, in which the shadowing affects both direct and diffuse
components. Both Loo’s model and Corazza–Vatalaro’s model
assumed that in the small-scale fading the strong component was
constant, so that the Rice distribution can be used to characterize
the small-scale fading. Recently, Patzold et al. [7] proposed an
extended Suzuki model in which the component and the
component of the small-scale fading are allowed to be mutually
correlated, which is the case when the Doppler power spectral
density is asymmetrical.
All models discussed above are suitable for cases when the
receiving terminals are fixed or mobile in a uniform environment—we call the model suitable for this environment the
single-state model. When the terminals travel in a large area of
a nonuniform environment, the received signals may change
abruptly at different power levels, therefore, the received signals are more appropriately characterized by the what-so-called
multistate model. Lutz et al. [8] introduced a two-state model,
in which it was assumed that the received signals can experience two states: the “good state,” corresponding to the case
when the signals only undergo shadowing, and the “bad state,”
corresponding to the case when the signals experience strong
component attenuation and weak signal fading. The multistate
Markov model based on the combination of lognormal signal
attenuation and Rician fading was proposed by Wakana [9].
Akturan and Vogel [10] introduced a three-state model, in
which the Rician fading is used to characterize the clear state
and Loo’s models with different parameters are to characterize
the shadowing state and the block state. Fontan et al. [11] used
Loo’s model with three different sets of parameters to construct
their three-state Markov model. Osborne et al. [12] introduced
the Corazza–Vatalaro model as the basis of their multistate
model. Many of the above models have been studied and used
in maritime and aeronautical satellite communication systems
[13]–[18].
We observe that Loo’s model and Corazza–Vatalaro’s model
are the composite models deriving from the Rice distribution
(short-term fading) and the lognormal distribution (long-term
fading). It is accepted that lognormal distribution is a good
model for the long-term fading, while the Rice distribution
is good only for some fading environments. In this paper, we
propose a new general statistical model for mobile satellite
communication systems based on propagation scattering
theory, which describes the received signal as product of two
independent processes: large- and small-scale fading. We
still use the lognormal distribution to describe the large-scale
fading. As for the small-scale fading, we use a more general
distribution than Rice distribution. The new distribution model
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is derived based on a more general assumption on the distributions of the received signal amplitude and phase, so it can
be used to characterize the fading in all types of environment,
especially for the cases where there exist specularly reflected
or diffracted components in received signals associated with
the combination of randomly distributed stronger components
and the weak scattering components. We show that all the
single-state models discussed above are the special cases of
this general model. This general model can also be used as the
basis of the multistate model. Numerical results show that the
general propagation model provides better fit to experimental
data than other models available in the literature.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we derive
the general statistical model based on the propagation scattering
theory. The probability density functions (pdf’s) of the received
signal envelope and the received signal power are given. The
relationships between this model and the available models are
explored. In Section III, numerical results for experimental data
fitting for both the single-state model and the multistate model
in land-mobile and mobile satellite communications are presented, and comparisons with results available in the current literature are made. We conclude this paper in Section IV.
II. GENERAL STATISTICAL MODELING
MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS

FOR

As we discussed in the previous section, the design of mobile
satellite communications systems to provide the desired communication quality of service depends on a good propagation
model. We concentrate on the modeling for small-scale fading
phenomena. We observe that in many mobile communication
systems, the small-scale fading results from the reflections and
refractions from different paths in particular when the elevation
angle is low for land mobile satellite communications systems
or the maritime satellite systems. Rice distribution is used to
model such small-scale fading, and the hidden assumption behind this model is that the component and the component
of the fading signal have the same variances and that there is a
strong constant component in the received signal. It seems that
when the receiving terminal has low elevation angle or when it
is used in maritime satellite systems with low-gain antenna, the
received signals are the superposition of many scattering components whose amplitudes are randomly distributed in a wide
. More
range and whose phases are distributed over
importantly, the amplitudes and phases of the scattering components may be correlatted (which is the case when the rough
surface is of finite conductance) [19], in which case the scattering phenomena really has a significant effect on the received
signal. In this section, we propose a new general model based
on the scattering theory of electromagnetic waves, which can to
some extent capture such phenomena.
A. Distribution Model for the Received Signal Envelope
Any transmitted signals will experience signal fluctuations.
In general, the fluctuations are caused by the combination of
multipath received signals that have different amplitudes and
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Fig. 1. Illustration of pdf of (9) with two peaks.

Fig. 2.

The function O(

; ; s ; s ; r) with respect to r .

phases. Consider the received electrical field as the sum of such
multipath signals [19]
(1)
and
where is the number of multipath signals and the
are the amplitude and phase of the th path component, respecand are time functions, and we omit the
tively. In general,

dependency of time for simplicity in this paper. Assume that
is real and
has the joint pdf
. When all
are equal and the are uniformly distributed
and , then the resulting distribution when is infibetween
nite will lead to the Rayleigh distribution; when one component
is significantly stronger than others, the resulting distribution is
Rician. However, in many situations, different path signal will
experience different attenuation and different phase shift, the
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Fig. 3. Cumulative distribution function of the general model for 19 elevation angle in open area in land-mobile satellite communication system compared with
Corazza–Vatalaro’s model.

asymmetrical Doppler spectrum observation [7] showed the corand , thus, it is better to study the
related characteristics of
general situation.
From (1), we obtain

TABLE I
FORMULAS AND PARAMETERS

(2)

(3)
where Re and Im denote the real and imaginary parts of a complex quantity. From the above, we obtain
(4)

(5)

condition of the pdf we may have
and
while
and
if the amplitude and phase of each ray component are correlated, which is the case when the component
and the component are correlated.
From (2) and (3), we obtain that the received signal envelope
is given by
(8)

(6)

(7)
denotes the expectation and denotes the variance.
where
We observe [19] that if the phase and amplitude for each ray
component are mutually independent, under certain symmetry

From the central limit theorem, for infinite , we know that
and are Gaussian distributed with means and and with
variances and , respectively. Thus, following the procedure
similar to the ones in [19], we obtain the pdf of signal envelope

(9)
where we have (10), given at the bottom of the next page.
Assume the receiving terminal is stationary or moving in a
uniform environment and the link path between the satellite and
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Fig. 4. Cumulative distribution function of the general model for 3 elevation angle in maritime satellite communication system compared with Wakana’s model.

the receiver is blocked by the obstructs such as buildings, trees,
hills, and other types and scattered by environments. Using a
similar argument in [6], we conclude that the received signal
from satellite can be treated as a product of two independent
processes

where and
are the mean and variance of the associated
Gaussian variable, respectively. From (11), we obtain the general pdf of received signal envelope in the mobile communication systems
(13)

(11)
is the received signal,
is the large-scale
where
fading that characterizes the signal attenuation over large transis the small-scale
mitter–receiver separation distance, and
fading that characterizes the rapid fluctuations of the received
signal over a short time duration.
Suppose that the small-scale fading can be characterized by
the distribution given in (9) and assume that the large-scale
fading is lognormal distributed with pdf
(12)

B. Probability Density Function of Received Signal Power
The relationship between pdf of received signal envelope and
)
that of received signal power is (from
(14)
where denotes the received signal power. Thus, the smallscale pdf for the received signal power corresponding to (9) is
given

(15)

(10)
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the pdf of multistate model as the linear combinations of (18) with results in [8].

where we have (16), given at the bottom of the page. If the
large-scale fading is lognormally distributed with pdf [corresponding to (12)]
(17)
are the mean and variance of the associated
where and
Gaussian random variable, respectively, then the pdf of the received power corresponding to (13) is given by
(18)

C. Properties of the General Statistical Model
In this section, we explore the relationship between the general model we have derived in the last section and the previously
known models. We observe that the proposed models (13) and
(18) contains all one-state models we discussed in the Introduction.

• When
and
the large-scale
fading effect vanishes and (13) reduces to the Rice distri, it reduces to the
bution. Furthermore, when
Rayleigh distribution.
and
, the function
• When
in (9) is equal to one and then (13)
reduces to the Suzuki model.
and
, the function
• When
becomes the modified Bessel function
of the first kind of order zero and then (13) reduces to the
Corazza–Vatalaro model.
and
, (18) reduces to Rayleigh• When
lognormal distribution that was used to describe the bad
state in [8].
As a final remark, we notice that in many traditional modeling approaches, we neglected many factors such as the correlation between the component and component. In mobile
satellite environments, propagation channels are usually time
varying and scattering may be dominant (such as in the marine
satellite links with low elevation angles), so the general model
we present in this paper may capture those neglected factors.

(16)
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Fig. 6.
[14].
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Comparison of the cumulative probability function of multistate model as the linear combinations of (13) with the Markov transition simulation results in

More importantly, the model we present here can be regarded
as a general mathematical model, which contains more degrees
of freedom to fit field data as we will show next.
III. APPLICATIONS OF THE GENERAL STATISTICAL MODEL
Since the general model we proposed is based on more realistic assumptions, we expect that our model could provide better
fit for the experimental data, hence, it can be used in more general situations. In this section, we study this issue and present
numerical comparisons with other known models to show the
superiority of our new model.
Single-State Model: The single-state model for fading phenomena [22] is used to characterize the cases when receiving
terminals travel in a terrestrial cellular network, or move in an
uniform region in the geostationary/nongeostationary satellite
communication systems, where the propagation channels do not
have abrupt changes. The distribution of the received signal envelope can be described by (13) and the distribution of the received signal power can be described by (18). The large-scale
term in these equations characterizes the slow variation in the
received signal due to the variation of the terrestrial site. The
rapid fluctuations in the received signal are caused by multipath effects in this site and are described by the small-scale term
that is superimposed on the large-scale fading, which means all
the components arriving at the terminal are influenced by the
large-scale fading. Since we use more general assumption on
the distribution for amplitude and phase of the received signal,
rather than the assumption of the equal amplitude and rectanguand [2], [3], the function
larly phase distribution between
is introduced in (10). We see that in (9) there

are four parameters which can be selected for data fitting, especially due to the introduction of function
, and
the new model has much more freedom to choose than the Rice
or the Rayleigh distribution.
For example, Fig. 1 shows the pdf of the general model, and
we observe that there appear two peaks in the pdf that do not
exist in Rice or Rayleigh pdf. This is possible for the general
may decrease
model because the function
with respect to as shown in Fig. 2, while for the Rice or
Rayleigh distribution the zero-order modified Bessel function
of the first type always increases with respect to .
From the derivation of the general model, we observe that the
general model is suitable for any propagation environments, especially for the ones where there exist specularly reflected or
diffracted components which are stronger than the random scattering signals. Fig. 3 shows the comparison of the cumulative
distributions between the general model and the Corazza–Vatalaro’s model, the parameters used in the general model are given
in Table I. The parameters in Table I are obtained based on the
curve fitting with the aid of a trial-and-error procedure for the
fine tuning. We observe that because in open area there always
exist random specularly reflected signals for low elevation angle
in nongeostationary system, the general model indeed provides
a better fit to the experimental data.
Fig. 4 shows the application of the general model (13) in the
maritime satellite communication systems (corresponding formula and parameters are list in Table I). The sea surface is rough
and moving, so the received signal are the combination of direct
component and the scattering components caused by sea surface
at low elevation angle. The roughness factor of the sea surface
had been given and the Rician fading was proposed to model the
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received signal envelope [13]–[16], [23]. In general, the scattering components caused by the rough surface should be randomly distributed with more general distribution [19], hence,
(13) is more appropriate for this environment, which is confirmed from Fig. 4 that the general model provides a better fit to
the experimental data than Wakana’s model.
Multistate Model: When the receiving terminal travels in a
large area in geostationary or nongeostationary satellite communications systems, the received signals may change abruptly
(say, change more than 10 dB), which is the case when a mobile
user travels from the open area to the urban area with densely
populated building. It is not suitable to use the single-state
model to characterize the slow variation corresponding to the
large-scale fading. The multistate statistical model is more
appropriate. The multistate model is the linear combination of
several pdf’s, each of which corresponds to the single-state
model for a specific uniform environment [8]–[11]. Equations
(13) or (18) can be used as the basis of the multistate model.
Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the result in [8] and
that obtained from our general model (the corresponding formula and parameters are listed in Table I). In [8], the Rice distribution was used for “good state” and the Rayleigh-lognormal
distribution for “bad state.” In our model, we use two pdf’s in
the form of (18) with two sets of parameters. We can see that
at the left end of the curves shown, our curve is closer to the
experimental data, this is because in [8] the curve decreases exponentially, while in our model the function
decreases faster with respect to . Due to the similar reason, the
deep “valley” of the curve obtained from [8] become flat in our
model, which shows a better fit to the experimental data.
Fig. 6 presents the comparison of simulation result in [14] and
that obtained from our general model. We can also observe the
superiority of our general model to the experimental data fitting.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we derive a general statistical model for mobile
communication systems based on the propagation scattering
theory. This model is shown to provide better characterization
for different propagation environments compared with most
previously known propagation channel models. We expect
that this new channel modeling will play a significant role in
providing better quality of service and more efficient system
design for mobile communications systems, in particular, the
mobile satellite communications systems.
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